
 

Unclassified 

Administrative Duties         50% of time 

 

The incumbent will organize visits and meetings for INL Senior Justice Advisor and ICITAP Program 

Manager and for visiting officials. The incumbent will also maintain substantive records and technical 

assistance materials for all INL and ICITAP programmatic activities. Periodic analysis and reporting of 

program activities will be required. 

Specific office management tasks may include (but are not limited to) the following: 

1. Maintaining general office files; scans documents for electronic filing. Consolidates files, and establish 

new files and file categories. Conducts records inventories and maintains effectiveness and efficiency of 

filing systems including electronic filing. 

 

2. Making travel arrangements for INL and ICITAP staff and visitors, including preparation of travel 

orders, electronic country clearances, hotel bookings, taxi arrangements, purchase of tickets, scanning 

and submission of receipts and other travel related tasks;  

3. Preparation of purchase requests and related procurement documentation (Scope of Work, IGCEs); 

performing of market research and preparation of receiving reports. 

4. Compiling and submitting vetting batches for approval. 

5. Submitting access requests for visiting officials and myservice request for different INL and ICITAP 

needs. 

6. Coordination with contractors.  

 

7. Tracking of program reporting mandates and training statistics; 

8. Anticipating and maintaining adequate levels of logistical support and small supplies; 

 

 

b) Finance Duties                                                                                40% of Time 

Jobholder is responsible for assisting Program and Budget Coordinator with tracking PD&S and 

programmatic expenses, by extracting COAST reports and preparing budget documents for the needs of 

INL and ICITAP programs, therein including WebRabbit  submissions, ULOs, subobligation terminal date 

extension reports and monthly financial reports and other relevant financial taskers. Keeps track of all 

obligations and payments associated with ICITAP program. The incumbent will serve as Petty Cash 

holder up to $1000. 

 

c) Donations                                                                               5% of Time 



 

Unclassified 

 

Serves as back up to Program and Outreach Assistant with regards to donations and tracking of End Use 

Monitoring (EUM) requirements  

 

  

d) Other duties as assigned                                                        5% of Time 


